










1   -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2   
3   Device:  DVDC
4   Part No:  8563
5    8568
6   
7   Display Format:  programmable up to up to 80x25 text, 640Hx400V bitmap
8    (interlaced up to 80x50 text, 640Hx480V bitmap, and more)
9   Display Modes:  3 char modes: Std, Semigraph and pixel,

10    double width & HiRes bitmap mode
11   Video Output:  digital RGBI 16 color or 16 gray-shades
12   Features: 8563:  interlace/non-interlace, horiz & vert scroll,
13    lightpen input, hardware cursor, underline, blink and
14    reverse video, supports 2 character sets of 256 each
15     8568:  above plus Update Ready Interrupt, composite video and
16    composite sync
17   Memory Interface:access 64K, programmable to interface either 4164/4464 or
18    4416 DRAM
19   Pins:  48
20   Supply:  +5V
21   
22   
23    Make sure you get one that says R9a or R9b after the 8568.
24    These are later Revisions that seem to work better.
25   
26   Pinout
27   
28   Pin 8563
29   
30    1 CCLK
31    2 DCLK
32    3 HSYN
33    4 /CS
34    5 -
35    6 -
36    7 /CS
37    8 /RS
38    9 R/W
39   10 D7
40   11 D6
41   12 Vss
42   13 D5
43   14 D4
44   15 D3
45   16 D2
46   17 D1
47   18 D0
48   19 DISPEN
49   20 VSYN
50   21 DR/W
51   22 INIT
52   23 /RES
53   24 TST
54   
55   25 /LP2
56   26 DA0
57   27 DA1
58   28 DA2
59   29 DA3
60   30 DA4
61   31 DA5
62   32 DA6
63   33 DA7
64   34 DD0
65   35 DD1
66   36 DD2
67   37 Vdd
68   38 DD3
69   39 DD4
70   40 DD5
71   41 DD6
72   42 DD7
73   43 I



74   44 B
75   45 G
76   46 R
77   47 /RAS
78   48 /CAS
79   
80   
81   
82     The VDC VideoRAM Upgrade
83   
84   
85   From: Raymond Carlsen <rrcc@u.washington.edu>
86   Newsgroups: comp.sys.cbm
87   Subject: Re: W: 8563 RAM swap instructions
88   Date: Wed, 27 Sep 1995 20:50:02 -0700
89   
90   > The subject says it all. How do you do this 16k to 64k swap?
91   
92        I assume you mean the video RAM upgrade for the C-128. If you're
93   good with a de-soldering iron, it just involves removing two chips from
94   the board and installing replacements. The original chips are 4416 DRAM
95   at board locations U23 and U25 inside the metal can, between the VIC and
96   RGB chips. The replacements are 4464. The numbers on the chips may vary
97   with manufacturers, but the originals are 4 bit wide 16K... two of them
98   make 16K by 8 bits. The upgrade to two 4 bit wide 64K chips give a total
99   of 64K by 8 for the flat 128. The 128D was built with 64K of VRAM already

100   installed.
101        I always install sockets anytime I replace chips in a PC board.
102   Removing the old chips is the worst part of the job. Probably the easiest
103   way is to cut all of the pins on the old chip, then remove them one at a
104   time with a regular iron. As a tech, I hate to destroy anything that
105   still works. I use a desoldering iron to free each pin, then remove the
106   chip intact. If the new chips don't work for any reason, I can cross
107   check my work by reinstalling the old ones. Sockets mean never having to
108   solder again. It's important to orient the new chips in the board correctly.
109   One end of the chip will have a notch and the outline on the board will match.
110   
111        Unless you have software that takes advantage of the extra video RAM
112   you will not see any difference in the performance of your computer. I
113   think Maverick uses that RAM space to speed up copying files. It's useful
114   for improved bitmapped graphics. It is only good for the 80 column screen...
115   the 40 column VIC doesn't access it. To verify C-128 VRAM as either 16K or
116   64K, run this little program:
117   
118   POKE DEC("D600"),28:POKE DEC("D601"),63:SYS DEC("FF62"):SCNCLR  <RETURN>
119   
120   If the screen shows the READY prompt and looks normal, the 128 has 64K
121   of VRAM installed. If it only has 16K (stock 128 without upgrade), the
122   screen fills up with zeros. Hit RUN/STOP-RESTORE to clear it.
123   
124        At one time, some company was selling a piggyback board with the RAM
125   installed. It needed no soldering as the on-board 4116s were bypassed. All
126   that was necessary was to remove the 80 Column RGB (8563, also known as
127   the VDC) chip from its' socket, install the piggyback board and plug the
128   RGB chip into the piggyback. I haven't seen that board advertised for
129   some time.
130   
131        [Chips are available from Jameco Electronics @ 1-800-831-4242. Order
132   part #41582 (41464-12), or 41574 (41464-10), or 41611 (41464-80). They
133   cost less than 3 bucks each. Jameco also has other replacement chips for
134   Commodore computers.]
135   
136   
137             Ray Carlsen  Univ. of Washington, Seattle



1   Uncovered: The VDC 8568's 38th register 
2   Ok you,re probably already thinking, "but the VDC has only 37 registers, hasn't it?" 
3   This is quite correct for the old 8563 types inside the C128 and C128D. 
4   Inside the C128DCR, however, a later version with different new characteristics had 

been installed. 
5   One of them is an additional register! 
6   
7   by Nicolas Welte 
8   The existance of register 37 (you start counting at 0) had already been reported 

about by 64'er magazine, 
9   but there hasn't even been a hint of an explanation of the register's function. 

10   This should finally be made up for with this article. 
11   Only bits 7 and 6 are available, all other bits are 'reserved' and will always read 

back as 1. 
12   Following a hardware reset, though, bits 7 and 6 are also 1, 
13   so that reading the register will return 255 just as with all other unused registers. 
14   Only when writing into the register, the difference will become apparent, 
15   and in a really big way to boot: the screen loses synchronization and the picture 

runs through. 
16   This is not a useful effect, of course. 
17   Some measuring at video output returned the following function: bit 7 controls the 

horizontal sync signal's polarity. 
18   That signal is found at the RGBI connector. In the same way, the vertical sync 

signal at pin 9 is controlled by bit 6. 
19   In this case, polarity refers to whether the synchronisation pulse is directed from 

TTL 0 to 1 (positive) or from 1 to 0 (negative).  
20   By default, the C128 works with positive pulses for both signals, and all monitors 

are designed for that. 
21   This leads to following register map, which you should glue into the manual: 
22   [table is printed in the issue] 
23   Is there any advantage we can get from this register? Yes, indeed there is! 
24   But in order to gain it, you need an EGA monitor. 
25   EGA monitors were the first high resolution monitors for PCs that really deserved 

the name. 
26   These monitors work with two different fixed frequency modes, one of which is 

comaptible with older CGA cards, 
27   and therefore with the C128's RGBI output. 
28   The other mode works at a line frequency of about 21kHz and a resolution of 640x350 

at a vertical refresh rate of 60Hz, though. 
29   EGA also offers 64 colors instead of just 16 colors, but of course this feature 

can't be used by a C128.  
30   Some C128 owners may be using such a monitor, as they offer a better display quality 

than older CGA models.  
31   These days, they can be bought for a song as well. 
32   How does the EGA monitor know in which of its two modes it should work? One option 

would be an automatic detection of the line frequency, 
33   but the time hadn't come for that technology yet. 
34   Thus, the monitor needed a signal from the outside indicating which mode should be 

chosen. 
35   This is realized by the sync signals' polarity! 
36   Four different modes could therefore be chosen, but my monitor in particular knows 

only two. 
37   There are also modern multi frequency monitors which ignore this signaling and 

switch automatically. 
38   There are two example programs on the cover disk, which will only run on a C128DCR.  
39   Those of you who are sure you have a monitor which switches automatically, may 

remove line 5 from the program, which will allow the programs to run on old C128s 
and C128Ds. 

40   In all cases, you should be absolutely sure that a monitor is connected which can 
handle 21kHz, otherwise, there can be significant damage! 

41   Two different versions are given, a 50Hz version and a 60Hz version, sensibly named 
EGA50HZ and EGA60HZ. 

42   The 60Hz version displays a text screen with 77 columns and 43 lines roughly 
resembling PC's EGA standard. 

43   At least for me, the 50Hz version works better, perhaps due to the fact that I have 
a 50Hz mains current as well. 

44   This allows for 77 columns and 52 lines, without any interlace flickering! 
Unfortunately, 77 columns are the absolute maximum with attributes turned off. 

45   
46   [Read more about this topic in the current GO64!-issue]
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